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The Case of the Sîlniah Raglans

Alfred de Grazia, and Juan Lins

A amber of problems recur in political spsteesa regardless of their foveal
structure and type of legitimacy : the allocation of power, ideological and interest

conflicts, the reeruitament of slites, the control of d vianoo, problems created by
economic development, and so on,
üow an authoritarian regime confronts and manages
is the major question
these problems - by what doctrines, institutions and practices
.
We
conosive
the
study
of
the
Spanish
political
system - although
posed for this research
of great interest in itself - as part of an attempt to develop a number of propositions
about authoritarian regimes that may be used to compare authoritarian with democratic and

totalitarian systeoe .
The central concern of the study will be a description and analysis of political
pluralism within an authoritarian setting, There ars several reasons for this approach .
One reason is that authoritarian systems, although they lack the institutional structure
given to pluralism in constitutional democracies, allow for the existence of a certain
nmber of somewhat independent political fauces and Interest groups . In this respect,
they also contrast with the fairly successful attempts at total control of the N"I
raglans In Germany and the Soviet systwa of Russia . Hence pluralisme in Spain can be
compared with the actual degrees of pluralisT in d mocracies and communist countries .

Secondly, a juridical" and formal study of constitutional norms is perhaps nowhere
lass useful for understanding a political system than in Spain . Their legal training
makes the authors aware of the juridical aspects of political institutions, but they
feel that it would be a mistake to formulate their study in the legal teras that are
sametinea useful elaswtare .
Furthermore, a historical approach is not contemplated . Though an understanding
of the Spanish Civil War is Ind' pensable to the study of Spain today, the present
proposal aims at the analysis of the current operation of the Franco regimen

In addition, the authors believe that a study purely of ideologies would leave
too many of the fundamental questions about Spanish political behavior unanwered .
?irbily, the authors feel that socio-econamic considerations in Spain should
have equal emphasis with, if not acre emphasis thaws, the psychological and culturalpsychological approaches . Class structure ., monopoly conditions, in industry and
agriculture, and economic underdevelopment generally, offer striking subjects for study
in this Western European society .
Both authors are at home in the field of political sociology, Group theory (and
particularly the "structural-functional° approach) seem to f it their interests best .

This same approach is being used with greater frequency In studies of the American,
Soviet and cartiryrntal systems, and In studies of underdeveloped countries . Hence,
studies in this tradition will be available to serve as models for the contemplated
Spanish study and to provide continuous saurcee of comparisons .
As Indicated, the existence of a pluralism of directly or Indirectly political
groups, in contrast to the monopolistic or at least seriously dominant position of
sea political group in totalitarian systems, would nee the most significant arad
distinctive characteristic of authoritarian regimes . This plural-inn makes them more
like the democracies of the West, but the type of groups allowed to exist and the ways
in which they operate in an authoritarian system would constitute the decisive
difference frag the democracies, The ways in which these various

groupa are formed,
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their eopsition, their activities, how they share power and influence decisions,
their conflicts and compromises, the processes of co-optation that link thest and thereby
maintain the "coalition of forces" on which the regie+e rests, their relation to its
head (Franco) - subordinate to him to a large extent but also endowed with strong veto
power , ars some of the important problems to be treatedo

These groups cannot be reduced to such simple catchwords as "the Church, the Army,
Fa7an s," to which some commentators would add "the landlords," and others ., lese
focussed on the past, "big business ." Ev n less, without validating research, can it be
assumed that these groups are recruited from the same social stratums and that their out=
look is very much the samso For example :, one may distinguish in the church the hierarchy
(and tendencies in it), the religious orders, Catholic Action, and various lay groups with
and the

quite distinct ideological tendencies ; in the Army the position of various ranks,
"generations," and cliques ; in "big business" the different financial groups ; in the
Fallange, the *Young left" and the bureaucratic leadership ; etc .

Moreover,

typical stereotyped accounts miss completely some of the news power centers
regime ; the govertasastofalangist Sindicatos (with their economic control
and planning functions, and their activities that resemble those of the trade unions in
other countries), and the large number of govern ent enterprises created in the process
of indnatrialisation (the tew managerial elite of such enterprises is playing an Increasingcreated by the

ly important role) .
writings on Spain 1 the role of the traditional and
tew bureaucracies of the government ; though they overlap in part with the groups
mentioned, they also constitute an independent force In this respect the role of
socially distinct, nawrically limited, self-conscious, and high-status professional
groups$, such as the various engineering corps, becomes especially interesting when we
consider their decisive role in many agencies that formulate policies of social,
economic and technical change (e .g. In the Ministry of Agriculture in relation to
problems of "agrarian reform") a The problems of an authoritarian regime - as distinct
from a totalitarian one in facing its bureaucratic machine ond the Vested interests
of a self-conscious professional and other groups are considerable .

Also generally ignored in

Another common misconception, both in and out of Spain, may be called "Madridcentrias,"
which perceives only the national power structure, as manifested in Madrid, aid fails to
see significant local and regional power complexes, aa, for instance, in Barcelona, Saes
attention will be given the problem .
Also the "single party" of Spain, the halange Fspanola Traditionalista 7 de lïs
Juntas de Ofenstva Nacional-Sindiealistas," is quite different from the C.P0S,Uo or the
N.S.D.A.Po If we recall Sigmund Neuaann's characterisation of the totalitarian party
(The Permanent Revolution, p0126) we can say that today the Falange does not perform
(if it ever died to any considerable extent in the past), and even less monopolise, any
of these three functions? 1) to create the political elite, 2) to control and educate
the masses, and 3) to maintain communication between state and society (functions,
incidentally, that are clearly stated in the preamble to the founding decree of the
unified party imposed by Franco in 1937) . Why, despite the close and sympathetic model
of the real totalitarian parties, thé Falange should never have grown to be like tem
is an Important question that may uncover significant differences between authoritarian
ard totalitarian regimes .
However $ it would seen impossible to evaluate correctly the role of groups in
this pluralistic structure without some attempt to relate the role of the mass to that
of the elites The perception of politics hold by the people conditions the scope s

intwisity, and character of the operations of the elite, even in a regime like the
Spanish . We expect to find that the rsmsber of politically aware and interested persons
is maller than the admittedly anall group of such people in d=ocratic countries .
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Moreover, it-std utional channels of communication between the people at large and
the regime are almost completely absent . Even those groups which have potentially
siseable constituencies are likely to have only limited communication with ther .
Voluntary associations are few In kind and have almost aluays been regarded apathetically . The roi, of friendship and family is probably as great in politics as in other
spheres of Spanish society and culture . Particularistic arrangements frequently take
precedence ower the application of universalistic rules, as the approach to Interpersonal
problsas ; this condition should be expected to "depoliticise" many aspects of ilLe and
to impede the fulfillment of most rationaking schewa, ihether in the bureaucracy,
economic Institutions, or the representative structure of the garerarant . They probably

represent a serious obstacle to incipient totalitarian tendencies, but also conflict with
the system of legal authority (rule of law) in a dsoiacracy,
The approach and emphasis of the study may be implied from a preliaisnary
matter outline :
PART I .

subject-

THS BASIS OF POLITICS IN SPANISH TH MHT AND CUI LURE
A . Noon-political but politically relevant belief-syetans and value
orientatioNs,
B . The political "ecology" of Spain .
C . The socio-economic structure . (Class and status structure s, occupational
composition and its changes, concentration of wealth and economic power s,
etc ., depicted to the extent necessary to understand the political and

politically significant groups .)
PART II . ?}

PEOPLE AND POLITICS

A . The political outlook of the population in various strata and subgroups
(especially as it affects the operation of the present political system)
B . Dncântrolled political activities and capabilities of groupings existing
rithin the regime .
PART III .POLITICAI. PWRALIS1
A . Carposition of the elites : ßinctional and geographic cagots, etc .

Bo Origan, stability, circulation and replacement of elites during
the two decades of the reglaw .
C . Coalitions and schisms ln th elite .
D . Franco as 5 campulsory arbiter .*
PART IV . DEVELOP ENTAL CONSTRUCTS
1. Generational cleavages as a source of strain (especin11y In the
cin ext of higher education and the professional groups) .
Bo

tion and ocenaaic development and their implications
far tow power structure .

C . The* emergenos of coaster-elites under an authoritarian system and
the_attmapts to institutionalise the regime to face the crisis of succession .

PARTV

TH$ IMPLICATIONS OF AUTIiDRITARIAN (3OVERWENT AND ITS CONTRAST WITH DEMOCRATIC
AND TOTAIaTAHLAN STSTEK3 .
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ilse broad and complex nature of the study dMands reliance upon a battery
of techniques, many of which are described and exiplified in A . De Grazia°s manual
of methods for the study of leadership (Elites Tar et ti
mimes, USIA, 1954)
and in "fine Social Basis of Democratic Po i cs
y .
LTp%
e t and J o Lins (mimeo,
19S6) . Every effort will be made to firms1 and use objective, precise and systematie
indicators of conditions and trends an which to base conclusions, describe changes,
and make caxpariscns, ozpecially with other societies a Thus, when the ideology and
mentality of the elites are to be presented they will be dealt with as systematically
and representatively as possible, using "content analysis" if it should prove fruitful .
A36 o, when shifts in the compositionn or in the power distribution of the elite are
described, they will be recorded as tangible and objective variations in a defined
universe of elite members (such as the Cabinet, the Cortes, the provincial governors,
army generals, ,,tee) When dealing with distributions and concentrations of wealth
and economic parer, objective indicators - auch as are available in certain studies
of interlocking directorates in finance and industry that have already been published
in Spanish scientific journals ~ will be esaployed in preference to isipreaeioistsç

Judgments . Standardized, or at least focussed, interviews will be preferred to
completely opensended ones, wherever they axe conducted in any number . Thus ., as far
as conditions in Spain at the time of . the study permit, systematic, objective and

quantitative mette is will characterize the collection and analysis of data* Intensive
library research m Spain ®, . and to a minor extent abroad, on materials not available
will fossa the basis f
wa subsequent
for political or other reasons in Spain
observational and interviewing phases of the projects Whatever teehniqu>es are used .,
an attempt will be made to present the data in a marrer allowing ,,.caparison with
similar data regarding other countries,,
Finanaiat' limitations will càrtai .l'saae of the . more ambitious early plans
of the applicants to undertake sample surveys, but, should field conditions be
propitious and the expenses low, attempts will be made to interview samples of
distinctive groups in line with the focus of the study,,
Consideration has been given to preparing a number of intensive case
studies that would penetrate deeply into the operation of the regime as it

works in a bureau, a ccc munity, the le gislature, etc . But a commit to carry
out auch penetration in depth cannot be safely made without knowledge of the
opportunities and difficulties which m y be encountered in the fields
Mr . de Grazia would commence work on the project in March, 1957, at
Stcnfcrd University, combing the files of the hooter Libtary on Spain and going
through general publications on Spain not available (often for political reasons)
In Spain. Mn Linz would go to Spain in the Summer of 1957 to ttorrk for the
subsequent eighteen months on the project . After the collection of basic published
data and problem foramlation advanced far enough to start the field work proper,
Kra ds Grasia would join him and work particularly in the role of an interested
and "uninformed" sympathetic foreign observer . The interrogations would be directed
along lines suggested by the data gathered through other means . The aim is to
complete the writing of the study by June, 1959, aaaewtsat over taco years after
Its initiation .
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Three years ago, Mr . de Grazia prepared a pro : pectuo for a Caapsrntive Survey
of Europe .-american political behavior which he disc'aceed withh a cer of scholars

in Europe and America . After a meeting with Professor Antonio do Jena, Director of
the Institute of International law of the University of Madrid, ho included Spain as
a country *Arn a field survey might be important and possible . A year later he
visited Spain in .canneetion with a research contract with the U .S, Information Agency
and becapas acquainted with a group of Spanish scholars who encouraged his ideas of
doing live research in Spain,. A little later he published a manual of methods of
studying elites in a foreign country . Whhen Professor stavier Conde, Director of the
Institute of Political Studies, a pars-goverxmental research agency, also oomected
with the University of Madrid, visited Leerica, he and Mr . de Grazia again contorred
on the possibilities of extending modern social science studies to Spain, At the same
time, Mr, de Grasia and Mr . Liza not and discussed their mutual interests in

political sociology and the feasibility of a field project in Spain . Mr. Lins has been
working with Professor Lipset m the Political Behavior Inventory at Columbia and
the Center for Advanced Studies (and row at Berkeley) ; he consequently has an
unusually thorou& acquaintance with the published sad unpublished comparative
empirical research on European as well as American political systems .. Both mans
then, were on the alert for a chance to join forces on a Spanish study and believed that

the now SSRC program represented the opportunity being sought . They feel the moment
is right for a study of the Spanish authoritarian regime, that they have excellent
sources of cooperation and support in Spain, and that the Spanish situation is
sufficiently liberalized at this tims to permit the fairly extensive intrusions thet
their scholarly investigations of the Spanish sauna would require .
C.

a) Alfred de Grasia is Associate Profes : of Political Science and Reaaarch
Associate in the Behavioral Sciences at Stanford University, He taught previously
at Braxy University and the University of Minnesota . Iad ng World war II he was
engaged in psyeholoiical warfare in North Africa and Europe, and visited Europe
before the War and in 1954, spending a week in Spain on the latter occasion. His
work with research groups involved him with thr Laboratory for Research in Social
Relations at the UrOtversity of Minnesota, the Political Behavior Research Cansittes
of the SSRC, the Field Research Center of the Graduate School of Education at Harvard
University, and the Committee for Research in Social Sciences at Stanford University,
Hu has boon consultant on caaaunicatios research to the army and the IIIA,
b) .Atm= Linz is a citizen of Spain, who has travelled extensively in Western

Europe . H studied principally in Spain before coning to America and was Professor
Ayudante in Tcoria de la Sociedad on the Ian faculty at the University of Madrid from
191a7$5o . In 194849 he woo a research fellow in the Instituto Nacional de Estudios
Jmridicos and from 194&-•50 also on the staff of the Ir_atituto de Estudios Politicos,
doing l to afive reference work . He has studied at %olnmbia University under a
Spanish government scholarship and a Columbia University scholarship, and has there
oar-pleted his doctoral work with the exception of his dissertation cn the social
bases of political parties in West Germany, which he sis now finishing . Be worked
briefly with Professor Hafstadter onthe program of research into academic frredan,
and four the ;ast two years with Professor Lipaet on the °Inventory of P}o positions
abcit Political Behavor,n He is preseNtly Research Assistant at the Institute of
Industrial Relations at the University of Call-tom is at Berkeley, w here ca is working

on the Inventory and on a research project with Professor Barxdix c rcmmi ;g middle
.class ideology in Germany during the Industrial Revolution . He is scheduled to
2e .-ture in the Department of Sociology at Berkeley in the Spring e
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